Using the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz we consider the correlation functions of the integrable higher spin chains. We apply a method recently developed for the spin 1 2 Heisenberg chain, based on the solution of the quantum inverse problem. We construct a representation for the correlation functions on a finite chain for arbitrary spin. Then we show how the string solutions of the Bethe equations can be considered in the framework of this approach in the thermodynamic limit. Finally, a multiple integral representation for the spin 1 zero temperature correlation functions is obtained in the thermodynamic limit.
Introduction
A new method of computation of the correlation functions and of the form factors of the Heisenberg spin 1 2 chains developed in [1, 2, 3] based on the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz [4] and the resolution of the quantum inverse problem [1, 5] has given a possibility to calculate a very large class of correlation functions for a finite chain and in the thermodynamic limit. The zero temperature correlation functions (which are defined as mean values of some products of local operators with respect to the ground state of the model) were obtained [3] as multiple integrals which coincide for the case without magnetic field with the results obtained using the vertex operators approach [6, 7] . However the new method gave a better understanding of the structure of these results. It was shown, in particular, that the expressions under integrals can be separated into two parts with different origin: algebraic part which depends on the choice of local operators and does not depend on the choice of the ground state and analytic (or determinant) part which, on the contrary, is fixed uniquely by the ground state.
This very particular structure permits to hope that these results can be generalised for several more general situations in particular for the temperature dependent correlation functions for the Heisenberg spin 1 2 but also for other integrable models with the same R-matrix, and first of all for the higher spin chains (they can be considered as the first step to the future generalisations). These two apparently very different problems have however one common detail: the main difficulty is the analysis of excited states in the first case or of more complicated ground states for the second one. In both cases we should deal with bound states or, more precisely, with the string solutions of the Bethe equations. The understanding of the influence of these bound states (quantum breathers) is a very important step to the calculation of the temperature and time dependent correlation functions.
For this reason, before considering a more complicated example of temperature dependent correlation functions, we consider the higher spin Heisenberg models. This case is more simple as the ground state of a higher spin XXX chain contains only strings of one kind and not a mixture of different types of strings as an arbitrary excited state. This problem is important also from other point of view as it can give some information about other integrable models including integrable quantum field theories.
In this paper we consider the correlation functions of the XXX higher spin chains. This model was first considered in [8] and solved by means of the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz in [9, 10] , the thermodynamics of this model was considered in [10] (the XXZ version of higher spin chains was introduced in [11] and solved in [12] , but these models are not considered here for several reasons). The correlation functions of the XXZ spin 1 model in the anti-ferromagnetic regime were calculated in [13, 14] using the vertex operator approach. We propose here a different way of calculation of the correlation functions based on the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz.
As in [3] the first step of computation of the correlation functions is the solution of the quantum inverse problem. Such a solution for a very large class of quantum integrable models including the higher spin Heisenberg chains was recently obtained [5] in a form very similar to the spin 1 2 case. It permits to obtain a representation for the finite chain correlation functions for arbitrary spin. On this stage one should take the thermodynamic limit and, hence, introduce the string solutions. We illustrate this procedure using the simplest example of the spin 1 chain. We would like to underline that a similar procedure is possible also for higher spin models but it leads to much more cumbersome calculations and results.
The main difficulty which arises from the presence of bound states is the fact that the algebraic part becomes singular. A more detailed analysis shows that this singularity is compensated by a zero of the determinant part. It means that the structure is broken and two parts are mixed. This problem can be solved by changing the integration contours in the multiple integral representations and by doubling the number of integrations. After this modification one can see that two parts appear again and the determinant part once again is defined uniquely by the ground state. Such a result is given in section 5 of this paper for the spin 1 chain. Similar results can be also obtained for spin 3 2 . However up to now there is no general proof for such representations for arbitrary spin.
The main result of this paper is the fact that the mean values with respect to the states containing bound states can be calculated in the framework of our approach. It means in particular that some new tools introduced here can be used also to calculate the temperature dependent correlation functions.
This paper is organised as follows. In the first section we introduce the higher spin Heisenberg chains following the paper of Babujan [10] . The solution of the inverse problem for these models [5] is given in the second section. This solution is used to obtain representations for the correlation functions on a finite chain for arbitrary spin in section 3, we show, in particular, how to override the additional algebraic difficulties appearing in the higher spin case. The thermodynamic limit of the spin 1 chain is considered in two last sections. We show how to deal with 2-strings in the thermodynamic limit using the simplest example of one point functions in section 4. This first example permits two elaborate some simple rules which permit to deal with 2-strings for general correlation functions (section 5).
XXX Heisenberg chain with arbitrary spin
In this section we introduce the XXX Heisenberg chains for arbitrary spin. We follow in general here the paper of Babujian [10] .
Unlike the spin 1 2 case we start directly from the L-operator and construct later the Hamiltonian from the transfer matrix. It is necessary to obtain an integrable generalisation of the usual Heisenberg chain (a direct generalisation of the spin 1 2 XXX Hamiltonian is not integrable for higher spins). However the L-operator can be obtained by the direct generalisation:
One should note that for this L-operator the auxiliary space is two-dimensional but the quantum space has 2s + 1 dimensions. The matrices s z , s ± are the spin operators in the representation of spin s. This Loperator has the same intertwining relation with the rational 4 × 4 R matrix
as in the spin 1 2 case:
The next step is the construction of the monodromy matrix for a spin chain of M sites:
with arbitrary inhomogeneity parameters ξ j . For this monodromy matrix one can also write the "commutation relation" with R-matrix: 4) and it contains the commutation relation for the operators A(λ), B(λ), C(λ) and D(λ) acting in the quantum space.
Up to this point all the construction was the same as in the spin 1 2 case but to construct local Hamiltonians from the monodromy matrix one should introduce some new concepts. The trace identities for the spin 1 2 case were based on the fact that L n (0) is just a transposition operator in the tensor product of the auxiliary and quantum spaces. Now the quantum and auxiliary spaces have different numbers of dimensions. Hence it is necessary to construct a monodromy matrix with a 2s + 1 dimensional auxiliary space. Such a construction is called fusion [8] .
The fused L-operator L (s) n (λ) can be constructed as a following projection on the symmetric subspace in the tensor product of 2s auxiliary spaces (this symmetric subspace has exactly 2s+1 dimensions) of the following product of local L-operators:
where indices a j mark the corresponding auxiliary spaces and P + a 1 ,...an is the symmetrizer (projector on the symmetric subspace). Thus we constructed the L-operator with 2s + 1-dimensional auxiliary space and satisfying the following property:
where P a,n is the transposition in the tensor product of the auxiliary space and local quantum space.This property is crucial for the construction of local Hamiltonians [10] and for the solution of the inverse problem [5] . The fused monodromy matrix is constructed as usual:
The fused transfer matrix which is the trace of the monodromy matrix taken in the auxiliary space,
commutes not only with the transfer matrices for any value of parameter λ but also with the "ordinary" transfer matrix A(λ) + D(λ) (as it is a polynomial function of A(λ) + D(λ)):
It means, in particular, that the Hamiltonians constructed from the fused transfer matrix in the homogeneous case ξ j = 0 using the trace identities:
also commute with the "ordinary" transfer matrix and can be diagonalized by the Algebraic Bethe Ansatz [4] procedure. The Hamiltonians constructed by trace identities are local, translation invariant and can be written as polynomials of degree 2s of the local spin-spin interaction terms:
where s n = (s x n , s y n , s z n ) are spin operators and x l = 1 2 [l(l + 1) − 2s(s + 1)]. The first example of such a Hamiltonian is the spin 1 case where
(1.10)
As we already mentioned to diagonalize this Hamiltonian one can use the usual Algebraic Bethe Ansatz. We start from the ferromagnetic state | 0 with all the spins up s + n | 0 = 0, ∀n which is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonians (1.7) and consider the action of the generalised creation operators B(λ) on this state. It is easy to see that a state
is an eigenstate of the ordinary transfer matrix
and, hence, of the Hamiltonians if the parameters {λ j } satisfy the following Bethe equations
These Bethe states have exactly the same property as the Bethe states for the spin 1 2 case in particular one can prove the Gaudin formula [15, 16] for their norms
and Slavnov formula [17, 1] for scalar products of a Bethe state C(µ j ) with arbitrary set of parameters:
is the eigenvalue of the ordinary transfer matrix (1.11) The thermodynamic limit for the higher spin Heisenberg model is slightly more complicated than in spin 1 2 case. The ground state of the spin s XXX model in the thermodynamic limit can be constructed using the "string" solutions of the Bethe equations. It is shown in [10] that for the spin s chain the ground state contains only strings of length 2s. Such a string solution can be written as follows
where µ k is real and called the string centre. The particularity of the ground state is the fact that it contains only strings of one particular length. The density of string centres in the ground state can be obtained from the following integral equation similar to the Lieb equation in spin 1 2 case:
where the kernels K j (λ) are defined as
The solution of this equation can be easily obtained ρ 2s (λ) = 1 2 cosh(πλ)
.
It is a remarkable property of the spin chains that for any spin the density is the same as in the spin 1 2 case, but one should note here that the ground states are however very different being constructed from the different types of strings.
These results for the spin chains of arbitrary spin obtained by H. Babujan in [10] will be used in next sections for the calculation of the correlation functions.
Inverse problem
In this section we remind the solution of the inverse scattering problem for the spin s XXX chain. In other words we reconstruct the local spin operators in terms of the fused monodromy matrices. We follow the approach proposed by J.-M. Maillet and V. Terras in [5] .
To illustrate the results of [5] we start with the spin 1 chain. In this case the fused monodromy matrix has the following form:
This matrix can be used to construct the operators σ z n and σ ± n , but here we are mostly interested in the reconstruction of the local elementary matrices
can be expressed in terms of the corresponding monodromy matrix elements:
This result can be easily generalised for an arbitrary spin s. Now the fused monodromy matrix is a (2s + 1) × (2s + 1) matrix and its elements are again sums of different products of 2s fundamental monodromy matrix elements:
For example the corner matrix element T (2s) 1,1 (λ) is just a product of 2s operators A(λ − ki), k = 0, . . . , 2s − 1.
To reconstruct the elementary local operators one should again dress these monodromy matrix elements by the corresponding fused transfer matrices:
The shifts of the inhomogeneity parameters are chosen in such a way that the eigenvalue of the fused transfer matrix taken in the points ξ j + is on a Bethe state is:
This is the solution of the quantum inverse problem for the arbitrary spin Heisenberg chain. Now we can use these representation to calculate the correlation functions and to do it we should first of all understand how these complicated combination of the fundamental monodromy matrix elements act on Bethe states.
Finite lattice correlation functions
As our ultimate goal is to calculate the mean values of products of local operators with respect to a Bethe state and, in particular to the ground state, following the same ideas as in [3] we should consider the action of the local operators on Bethe states. As the Bethe states are eigenstates of the fused transfer matrix we need only to consider the action of the elements of the fused monodromy matrix. The result of this action is the "algebraic part" of the final expression for the correlation functions. We begin by considering the action of a single local operator on a Bethe state.
First of all we remind the action of the A, B and D operators, elements of the fundamental monodromy matrix on a "bra" Bethe state:
It can be seen from these formulae that there are two different type of sums produced by the action of the monodromy matrix elements "A-type" and "D-type", (action of the operator B produce for example one "A-type" sum and one "D-type" sum). In our case the eigenvalues of the operators A(λ) and D(λ) in the ferromagnetic state are
One should note that in order to calculate the correlation functions we should act by the "strings" of operators. Consider first the action of one local operator E α,α m . As it was shown in the previous section it can be written as a sum of ordered products of the fundamental monodromy matrix elements taken in the points ξ − is, ξ − is + i, . . . , ξ + is − i. The monodromy matrix elements acting on the ground state produce the sums on the "D-type" indices a j and "A-type" indices a ′ j and the number of such sums is the same for all the products corresponding to a fixed local operator, namely α−1 "D-type" sums and 2s−α ′ +1 "A-type" sums. Introducing the new notations λ N +j = ξ − i(s − j + 1) we can just repeat the calculations for the spin 1 2 [3] taking however into account that now d(λ N +j ) = 0 for j > 1:
where the function H is defined as
For the indices a j , a ′ j , b j etc we conserve the notation of the spin 1 2 case:
The determinant in the denominator is the Gaudin determinant and the matrix in the numerator is also the Gaudin matrix with some replaced columns. We will consider this "analytic part" in general later on in this section, and for the ground state for the spin 1 case in last sections. One can easily obtain representations for the replaced columns from the scalar product formula. Here we will consider the "algebraic part" of the expression (3.8) . Taking into account the values of the parameters λ N +k we obtain:
One can see here that the product corresponding to the "D-type" parameters is the same for any element of the sum in (2.2). Moreover from this result one can see that a j > N gives a non zero contribution only if a j > N + 1 and there is a k = a j − 1, k < j. It leads to the conclusion that such a term should contain d(ξ − is) which is zero. It means that as in spin 1 2 case the summations over a j should be taken only from 1 to N .
The product corresponding to the "A-type" parameters is not the same for all the terms but taking the sum in (2.2) and symmetrizing over the permutations of the "D-type" and "A-type" parameters separately one can simplify it and obtain finally:
One can see from this representation that terms with a ′ j > N produce non zero contributions if a ′ j = N + 2s or if there is a ′ k = a ′ j + 1. It means that the operators C(ξ − i(s − k) which appear in the scalar product after the action of the local operators should form a "substring" without holes starting from ξ − is. For example states like
produce non zero contributions to the correlation functions but the contribution of such states as
are zero. This property is rather important as the matrix appearing in the scalar product is much simpler in this case. Consider the determinant det Ψ appearing in (3.8) from the scalar product
After extracting of the normalisation coefficients we obtain the following matrix:
The columns with 1 < b ≤ k can be considered as sum's of two columns and the second one does not contribute to the determinant as it is always linearly dependent on the columns with a ′ < a. Thus the matrix Ψ can be replaced byΨ
A similar calculations can be done also for m-point functions leading to the following representation:
Here we introduced some new notations. In every site l there is a local operator E α ′ l ,α l l which produces sums over α l − 1 "D-type" indices a jl and 2s + 1 − α ′ l "A-type" indices a ′ jl , and we define λ N +2sl+k = ξ l − i(s − k + 1). We obtain the algebraic part:
Where the "two sites" contributions G ln for two different sites l and n are 17) and the diagonal terms are given by
We obtained here the algebraic part of the expression for a m-point correlation function for an arbitrary spin Heisenberg chain. Considering the determinant part we can easily see using the same arguments as in one-point case that the main proposition about "the substrings" (the terms in the sum (3.12) with a ′ jl > N produce non zero contributions if a ′ jl = N + 2sk k < l or if there is a ′ kl = a ′ jl +1 with k < j) is also valid in the m point case. It means that the determinants are always simple and contain only Gaudin columns and columns p ′ a (λ b − ξ k ). More precisely: every term of the sum (3.12) contain a determinant which is obtained from the scalar product
where k l = a ′ j min l − 1, the "substring end" a ′ j min l being the minimal a ′ jl > N in the corresponding term. The corresponding matrix appearing in the sum (3.12) has the following columns
Thus we have a representation for the correlation functions for a finite arbitrary spin Heisenberg chain. Being in some sense very similar to their spin 1 2 counterparts these representations are rather complicated for big spins. For this reason in the next sections we will consider only the first generalisation of the results of [3] which is the spin 1 chain.
The next step of our approach is the thermodynamic limit for the ground state. On this stage the main difference with the spin 1 2 case appears as the ground state is constructed of bound states (2s-strings). It produces some new difficulties which will be considered in the next section using the simplest example of the one point functions.
One point functions
To illustrate the last stage of the calculation, i.e. the introduction of the string solution of the Bethe equations for the ground state we begin with the simplest example, namely with the one point functions f k (1) (corresponding to the diagonal elementary matrices E kk )
Consider the simplest correlation function (1-point emptiness formation probability) of the spin 1 XXX chain in the homogeneous case:
Using the action of the operators D on the vacuum and the scalar product formula we easily obtain (there is no difference with the case spin 1/2) for the finite chain:
Where Φ ′ is the Gaudin matrix :
and the matrix Ψ is obtained from the scalar product:
Hence one can again divide one matrix by another and reduce it to a 2 × 2 matrix:
where φ ± k are solution of the following systems of linear equations:
Thus the 1-point function (4.1) is given by
In the thermodynamic limit the ground state of the spin 1 XXX chain is built of 2-strings
Note that one can obtain from the Bethe equation for fixed µ that
also one should note that distance between the neighbour string centres is
The system of linear equations (4.4) now can be rewritten as
In the thermodynamic (string) limit
Then to obtain the thermodynamic limit of ϕ k ≡ M φ 2k one can take the sum of (4.6) and (4.7). Using the integral equation for density of strings
in the ground state we obtain a simple integral equation for ϕ ± (µ)
where K 2 (λ) = 2K(λ) + K(λ + i) + K(λ − i). The solutions of (4.9) are:
These are the partial densities which appear in the determinant in the integral representation for the correlation functions. There are two contributions in (4.5) in the thermodynamic limit
: one (f d 3 (1)) corresponds to λ a and λ b belonging to two different strings and other with λ b = λ a + i. First of all consider the case when λ a and λ b are from the different strings. This case gives in the thermodynamic limit a sum of four double integrals:
To calculate this sum we move in all four terms the contours of integration up or down by − i 2 ǫ j in every respective term there is no pole of density on this contour as it is compensated by the algebraic part. Now changing the variables λ → λ + i 2 ǫ 1 , µ → µ + i 2 ǫ 2 we obtain the same algebraic part and the same contours for all for integrals
The same thing appears in all the correlation functions for all the spins s > 1/2 (one can prove in the same way that we obtain 2s + 1 coinciding columns). Now consider the only contribution in (4.5) which survives: λ b = λ a + i. In this case there is a singularity in the algebraic part but it is compensated by the fact that two columns in the determinant become equal. To calculate this contribution we should return to the equation (4.6). One can see that there is an "obstacle" term
and we took the sum of two equations to get rid of it. But this obstacle is exactly what we need to calculate the last contribution. And it can be easily computed from (4.6) (or (4.7)) just by using the result for ϕ ± (λ)
The integrals here can be calculated explicitly and it gives ψ ± (µ) = ± π cosh(πµ)
One should note an important property of the obstacle function ψ ± (µ) which is conserved also for higher spins:
Now we can calculate the only contribution to the 1-point function:
Of course this result can be obtained directly from the symmetry of the model, but this calculation illustrate well how to deal with strings in our method and it can be useful not only for the more general case of m point functions which will be considered in the next section but also for the computation of more general correlation functions, depending, for example, on the temperature. Two other one point functions can be calculated in a rather similar way but here we should consider also the "A-type" sums which contain more terms than "D-type" sums considered in the previous example. We will show, using the simplest example of the one point functions f 2 (1) and f 3 (1) that this problem can be solved exactly as in the spin 1 2 case by moving the corresponding contour of integration.
Consider the function
We easily obtain a finite lattice representation for this function (3.10)
One should mention that the sum over index a is a D-type sum and the sum over index b is a A-type sum and it contains one additional term (only one because of the substring limitation). As in the previous case we can rewrite these sums as integrals in the thermodynamic limit in both possible situations: when λ a and and λ b are parts of different strings and when they belong to the same string. Consider the first situation:
One should note that function ρ(λ) is the same as in the spin 1 2 case and has a pole at λ = − i 2 and its residue is 2πi Resρ(λ)| λ=− i 2 = −1.
It means in particular that shifting the contour of integration on the variable µ to the line parallel to the real axis with Im(µ) = −1 one crosses the pole of ρ(λ) for two double integrals in (4.16) (for two double integrals one can move the contour without crossing any poles) and the contributions of the poles are exactly the two single integrals in (4.16) . Finally we get
Now we can use the same reasons as for the previous one-point functions to see that this contribution is always zero. The whole string contribution gives the expected result for f 2 (1)
Considering the last one point function f 1 (1) one can obtain in a similar way that the contribution of the truncated strings are zero. The only contribution one should consider is:
Here once again we shifted the contour of integration taking into account the pole of the density (one should note that the expression under the integral has a simple pole in λ = − i 2 ). In this section we considered the simplest examples of the correlation functions, but however this simple example illustrates quite well the basic properties of the thermodynamic limits for the ground state constructed of the 2-strings:
1. When we replace some parameters λ in the ground state by the action of local operator the 2-strings cannot be truncated, it can be only replaced as a whole object.
The
A-type sums should be replaced by the integrations over a shifted contour (as in spin 1 2 case). In the last section we show that these two basic principles can be used for the general m-point functions for the spin 1 Heisenberg XXX chain. The proofs of them in general are absolutely equivalent to the calculations in this section, but contain some very cumbersome formulae which we omit in general for the intermediate steps.
We calculate the following correlation functions or, more precisely, the elementary blocks which permit to construct any m point correlation function:
where E α ′ j ,α j j are elementary local 3 × 3 matrices E α ′ ,α lk = δ l,α ′ δ k,α and |ψ g is the ground state of the model (in the spin 1 case the number of quasiparticle N in the ground state is equal to the number of sites M ).
For a finite spin 1 chain we obtained (3.12) that this correlation function can be represented as multiple sums:
(5.20)
Let us first consider the determinant part of the expression (3.12). In the thermodynamic limit we can divide the matrix in the numerator by the Gaudin matrix, or more precisely we can calculate det(Φ ′ −1 Ψ({a, a ′ })). This determinant can be written as a determinant of a 2m × 2m matrix and the matrix elements of this matrix are given by the integral equations (4.9) (here we should use a inhomogeneous version of these equations, shifting all the arguments λ by −ξ j ) in corresponding rows):
where we always use the notation inherited from the spin 1 2 case [3]: total density ρ tot (λ) for the inhomogeneous case is defined as
and set of indices b k is the set of a jl , a ′ jl ordered in a special way:
with local subsets {a j1 }, 1 ≤ j ≤ α l − 1 and {a ′ jl }, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 − α ′ l , (these subsets can contain one, two or no elements). It is important to note that as in the previous section the functions in the determinant depend only on the string centres.
As for the one-point function we should consider separately the cases with whole and truncated strings. We consider the most general situation where there n whole strings among λ b k (there are b l ′ = 2j −1 and b l = 2j with l < l ′ ), and 2(m−n) truncated strings (there is b k = 2j −1 but b l = 2j, for any l < l' or there is b k = 2j but b l = 2j − 1, for any l > l'), the whole strings which do not create singularities in the algebraic part (b l ′ = 2j − 1 and b l = 2j with l > l ′ ) are considered together with the truncated strings. One should note that we consider here together all possible values of b k , as even for b k > M the corresponding parameters λ b k can form whole strings (ξ j , ξ j + i) and truncated strings ξ j . The contributions of the truncated strings are not singular and can be left as they are and the sums over such indices can be replaced by integrals in the thermodynamic limit, but for the entire strings with b k ≤ M there is a singularity in the algebraic part and also there are two coinciding columns in the determinant. It means that as for the one-point functions one should modify the matrixS introducing the "obstacle" functions ψ ± (λ − ξ K ). To obtain it one should subtract the column corresponding to λ 2j−1 from the column corresponding to λ 2j and insert into determinant the singular factor λ 2j−1 − λ 2j − i. In the string limit one gets exactly the same obstacle function (4.11) as in the one point case but shifted by the corresponding inhomogeneity parameter ξ k . Taking into account the expression for the obstacle function (4.13) we obtain finally the following column for b l = 2j, λ 2j = µ j − i 2 :
One should note that the column corresponding to b l ′ = 2j−1 remains unchanged and singularity disappears from the algebraic part:
Now all the sums over b l from 1 to M can be replaced by integrals (taking into account account that we obtain one integral for two indices b l = 2j, b l ′ = 2j − 1, j = 1, . . . M/2 for whole strings and sum of two integrals b l = 2j, j = 1, . . . M/2 and b l = 2j − 1, j = 1, . . . M/2 for truncated strings). We also neglect here 1 M corrections considering only the leading order. Replacing sums by integrals we use the following rules and notations:
In this notation the set {λ l } is the same set as {ν kr , ν ′ kr } but ordered in a special way:
We will use also the following notation:
we can also associate to every λ l the corresponding site number r l if λ l = ν kr l or λ l = ν ′ kr l . This notation are very useful to simplify our formulae.
Consider now two integrals obtained for every truncated string λ l . They can be written as
where the matrix U ({λ}) is defined as follows for the columns corresponding to the truncated strings λ b l as U lk ({λ}) = S lk ({a, a ′ })ρ tot (Re(λ b l )).
and slightly differently for the whole strings b l = 2j, b l ′ = 2j − 1 (as there is only one integration for two indices)
It is very important that only one column of U depends on µ. For the A-type sums one should add some additional terms with truncated string λ b l = ξ j . Here one should note that in the expression for I 2 one can move the integration contour down by i − i0 without crossing any pole, on the other hand if we move the contour in I 1 we obtain the contributions of the poles of the function ρ(µ − ξ k ) in µ = ξ k − 1 2 which are equal to the terms with β l = ξ k . It means that the contributions of the truncated strings ξ, ξ + i can be absorbed by the corresponding integration over the truncated strings. The contributions of the whole strings ξ, ξ + i will be considered later. Thus we see that the integrals for I 1 and I 2 are always taken over the same contour: real axis for D-type variables and the line parallel to the real axis but shifted down by i − i0 for the A-type variables. To obtain the corresponding contribution to the expression for the correlation functions one should consider the sum of these two integrals. To calculate it we should move once again the integration contours namely we move it up by i 2 for I 2 and down by i 2 for I 1 . From the explicit expression for the algebraic part (3.13) one can see that these movement can be done without crossing any poles (algebraic part has zeros in the corresponding poles of the determinant). Now we change the variables µ ′ = µ + i 2 for the first integral and µ ′ = µ − i 2 for the second one to obtain the same algebraic part. Thus the difference between two integrals now appears only in one column of the determinant U . Taking into account the explicit form of the matrix U we obtain
Thus we see that for every string (whole or truncated) we obtain a column in the determinant of the following form
the total number of such columns is equal to the total number of involved strings 2m − n. However it is easy to see that the maximal number of linearly independent columns (5.24) is m. Hence the determinant vanishes for any n < m and the only nonzero contributions can be obtained from the configuration where n = m and there is no truncated strings. Thus we obtain a general rule that a 2-string cannot be truncated and should be replaced as a whole 1 . Of course there is a lot of ways to split the set of 2m parameters λ l into m strings λ l = λ l ′ − i. Note also that λ l can be parameters of A-type (ε l = − 1 2 ) or D-type (ε l = 1 2 ) and thus we obtain three types of strings DD-string (ε l = 1 2 , ε l ′ = 1 2 ), DA-string (ε l = − 1 2 , ε l ′ = 1 2 ) and AA-string (ε l = − 1 2 , ε l ′ = − 1 2 ), there are no AD-strings as l < l ′ . The strings with b l > M are always AA-type strings.
The absence of truncated strings simplifies drastically the determinant. Adding the odd rows 2k − 1 to the corresponding even rows 2k and rearranging the order of the rows and columns we obtain a determinant of a block-triangular matrix Here m×m matrix W ({µ}) is exactly the same "density matrix" which appears in the expression for the correlation functions of the spin 1 2 chain:
Note that this square of determinant does not produce poles of second order in the points µ j = ξ k − i 2 as the algebraic part always contains the following product: m k=1 (µ j − ξ k + i 2 ), It means that the expression under integrals has only simple poles in these points. Moreover one can note that if µ j is a centre of a DA-string there is no poles at all. It means that such an integration can be performed either over the real axis or over the shifted contour (it is quite natural as it is simultaneously an A-type and a D-type integration). Shifting the integration contour down by i for the AA-strings we absorb into the integrals all the terms with a ′ kr > M as usually (it is done exactly as in spin 1 2 case, so we omit here the details). The algebraic part is however much more complicated than in the spin 1 2 case. It can be obtained as a sum over all possible splitting of the set of 2m variables λ l into m pairs which form strings λ l = µ j − i 2 , λ ′ l = µ j + i 2 (the integrals are taken over the string centres µ j ). Finally we obtain
(5.30)
The contours of integration C l are shifted down for every l by ǫ << 1: it goes parallel to the real axis from −∞ − ilǫ to ∞ − ilǫ and returns also by a line parallel to the real axis from ∞ + i − ilǫ to ∞ + i − ilǫ. The 2m × 2m matrix U is defined as
The general algebraic part H {a,a ′ } ({λ l − iε l }) is given by (5.28) . It is easy to see that the only poles inside the integration contour appear if λ l = λ n + i(ε l + ε n ) 2 . Calculating the integrals one by one and taking into account all the poles we obtain exactly the same sum as in (5.26 ). Thus we obtained two equivalent expressions for the correlation functions of the spin 1 Heisenberg XXX chain. It is interesting to note that this result looks quite different in comparison to the corresponding results obtained in [13, 14] (it is quite clear that for the same quantity one can write many different integral representations and sometimes it is rather difficult to prove that they are equivalent). The last result (5.30) has a form which is much simpler, even if now we have 2m integrals instead of m. Moreover similar results can be obtained for higher spins with more complicated contours (in some sense we integrate always over the strings), 2ms × 2ms matrix U and corresponding general algebraic part. It is possible to prove, for example, a similar representation for the spin 3 2 case. However up to now there is no general proof for such expression for arbitrary spin.
We discussed in this paper the correlation functions of the higher spin XXX chains and we have shown that the even if the ground state contains bound states the correlation functions can be calculated. We hope to use these result to calculate the mean values of local operators with respect to any excited state for the spin 1 2 Heisenberg chains and, hence, to obtain a representation for the finite temperature correlation functions.
